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Chapter 0

A. Conclusions

Conclusions ,~nd recommendations

0.1 Development of merchant marine

(i)

. (ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Developments during the 1960's caused 4~p ~o~?ern to African
countries. In spite of the efforts to expand their merchant
mar-Lnes., their share in the world merchant fleet has remained
at the very low level of 0.6 percent in 1970, although, the
volume of cargees generated by their trade has continued to
i~crease 11 and tL.eir share in international seaborn trade
amounted to 15.3 per cent of goods loaded and 2.06 pGr cent of
goods unloaded •

This imbalance appeared to continue·to grow, not only in
quantitative but also in qualitative terms and· these countries'
share of'ships on order (0.2 per cent) is so low as to aggravate
the existing imbalance, particularly as far as certain
categories of ships are concerned.

Developing countries have been experiencing difficulties in
financing the expansion of their merchant marines. Instead
of liberaliiing the· terms of credit, the OECD countries have
further tightened the terms of export credits for ships,
particularly as regards the minimwn rate of interest and
duration ofrepa~nent. This hardening of terms of credit has
.had highly unfavourable effects on the ability of developing
countries to acquire ships. '"

Operational conditions for riational-owned merchant marines,
whether within or out of co~erences, have also been unfavourable.
In spite of the fact that some shipping lines of developing
African countries are being admitted into conferences, they
have experienced difficulties in obtaining a sufficient number
of sailings to and from their ports and in obtaining high rate
paying cargoes.

1/ The volume of cargo loaded has increased by 677 per cent over the decade
and the ·volwne of cargo unloaded has increased by 161 per cent.
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(v) One of the most serious limiting factors in Africa's bid to
establish and expand its merchant fleet has been the lack of
skilled persolLnel in the field.

0.2 Development of ports

(i) As the tulk of the African trade is orientated towards overseas

~ount~les, ports are of crucial importance for the· economic
development of the continent which is, at, the present time,
in considerable measure a function of the capacity and deGree
of sophistication of the port facilities available.

(ii) Most of the major African ports are capable to meet the needs
of overseas trade, and development or existi"lg and new ports
within the continent is either in progress ~or .in the planning
stage in most of the countries; however, it should be mentioned
that the problem of congestion is. apparent in many ports.

(iii) But how long the ports will remain relatively adequate it is
difficult to say. Africa's trade is still capable of great
expansion. It remains to be seen whethe~ or not 'general trends
in 'world ~hipping, particularly increasing ship,s~ze and
unitization w~ll'make new demands on the ,ports~

(iv) Better organization and utilization of eXisting facilities,
together with additional equipment and improvements of the
infrastructure and i where necessary, with a. solution to the
problem of approach routes, will probably solvG,the problem
of African ports for several years to come.

(v) However, the long-term solution of African ports can only be
to increasb'the facilities available and the efficiency of
port operations.' Both these measures obviously necessitate
the investment of capital'which is currently not readily
available.

0.3 Frei,glt rates and conference practices

(i) The widely recognized need to bring about improvements in
the conference system through an international code of
conference practice shows that all is not well with the
liner conferences and that they continue to apply the' srulle
unfair conditions as iri the past.
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(ii)

(iii)

This is, particularly' true in respect to freiglt- rates
which have sreatly increased in,the r~ce~t: past. In
West Africa since 1963 the freight rates have increased with
mare than 35 per cent, future increases of from 10 to 15 per
cent have been announced .for ,1971. The situation is similar
in East Africa. Those increases have been arbitrary and
unilateral.

The reasons adduced to justify freight rates - increases in
shipbuilding, bunkeJ;'ing, operational and other costs and the
need for more rapid replacement of ships owing to technological
progress - are vague generalities. However, in some cases
the freight rate increases have been due to sharp rises in port
cost's and cargo handLing expenses or to det er-Lor-atLon of port
efficiency in SOme developed countries. It should also be
mentioned that developing African countries dependent upon
oVerseas owned shipping s"rvices are vulnerable to the failure
of the lines concerned to utiiize' a ship' of ·'the correct ._.sizec

and type Of the trade.

(iv) Widespread and frequent increase$ in freight ~ates have serious
adverse repercuGsions on, the exports and balance of payments of
African countries.

(v) Even with suc~ disturbingly frequent freight rate increases
'conferences serving African trade have still riot been able' to
ensure one of· t~eir main responsibilities'- adequacy of
shipping service~e

0.4 CQnsUltacion:machinerx

(i) tli~recent widi>spread increases in freight rates show that the
'a~rangements'to establish consultation machinery made by
d~ve~opinG countries were ~nadequate and ineffective in
protecttng their countries t interests'.

(ii) ~ major draRback of the present system is that shippers are
not provided with data and other ip£ormation rela~ingto

costs and revenues of the qonference lines and are'not~'

therefore, able to consult or negotiate with conferences in a
meaningful way;

(iii) Besides, there are various other reasons for limitation of
consultation, such as:

(a) the preponderance of foreign interests among shippers
themselves;

(b) the dilatory ~actics employed by certain conferences;
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(c) .the conferences refusal to give their local representatives
sufficient power;

(d) their refusal co give ad.ance· notice before deciding on
any ·xncrease "in freight rates;

(e) shippers are roo widely dispersed to withstand powerful
conferences that arbitrary impose their condition;

(i)' nati.ona.L flags of de-ve Lop.i.ng courrrr-Laa-have too small a
part in conferences~

(iv) The slow progress in the establishment of shippers' cou~cils
or o~her' consulrative machinery in Africa is a result of
technical difficulties facing developing African countries a

0.5 . Technologfcal prot.!,ress -in shipping_

xc

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Technological progress in shipping~ particularly cargo
unitization presents serious and complex problems for developing.
courrbr-Les to which there are no clear-cut and general ansver-a-

The new technology in shipping~ particularly unitization, could
lead to a great concentration of power in the structure of the
shipping ind'ust-,.,y and c..,~,lld ha-re a significant effect on the
conditions under wr~ich the imports and exports of developing

"countries are -tr'~~8?crted to the extent that these are affected
by unitization.

At the same ti~e, ~he introduction of new ships may require
heavy investment in per-t facilities t<ithout any certaJnty
that the type of unitized services provided will, in the
long r-un, prove to be the'meEt economi.o, In par-tLcul.ar-, the
tr~des of seme developing ca~ntries may not be su~table for
specialized :?ontainer sbi.ps , although other arms of "cargo
unitization may be viable&

0.6 Summary of conclusions

From the above conclusions and from the material presented elGewhere
in this report, arise three main factors which should be regarded as
basic policy recommendations:

(i) Within the context of shipping, ports, and connected inland
transport, -deveLcpd.ng countries of Africa ,should be considered
to be among the least developed of the developinG count~ies, and
special measures in favour of the least developed countries
should, in these fields, apply to the African reGiono
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(ii) In order to be of real value to developing countries in
Africa, UNCTAD resolutions must be fully implemented. This
·will require legislative. and other measures in.both developing
and developed countries, .members of miCTAD, ensuring
implementation of such measures as are decided by the Committee'
on Shipping, the Trade and Development Board, and the Conference.

(iii) New developments in shipping, of an economic, technological or
organizational nature, 'must be adapted to the particular
circumstances of the developing countries in Africa, before
they are introduced in these countries. Benefits from
rationalization must be reflected in freight rates, or
otherwise accrue to the countries in which they occur.

B. Recommendations

0.1 BackRround of recommendations

The "Common l\ieasure of Understanding" on shipping questions, adopted by
UNOTAD I in 1964 JJ embodied the limited "philosophy" at that time prevailing
in respect of the importance of maritime transport to developing countries:
consultation machinery; port development; and the welcoming of the establishment
of merchant marines in developi~g; -countries non sound ecoa:mtic. criteria".

Since then, UNCTADhas developed international machinery to deal
shipping questions, in particular in resp~ct of developing count~ies.

achievements and objectives could be summarized as follows ~:

with
Its

y

(i) The shipping activities of developing countries should be promoted,
and the countries should have' ."an iricreasin[( arid su::'stantial
participation" in the carriage of their foreign trade.

(ii) Developing countries should be enabled to. expand their fleets by
appropriate means o

(iii)' Improvements need to be made in the conference-system.

(iv) Assistance should be forthcoming· from developed cou~tries to
enable developing nations to establish and expand their fleets;
to make this possible, the terms of financial credits, in particular,
should be kept under review. .

See UNCTAD Final Act and Report, first session Vol.1, United Nations
Publication Sales No. 64.II.B.l1, A~ex A.IV.22.

See shipping text of DD II: General Assembly Res. 262.6(XXV)
24 October 1970, and Annex I, Shipping in UNCTAD 1964~197l;

extracts from relevant resolution texts.
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(v) Consultation among all parties interested in shipping,
including interested publ~cauthorities, should be '
encouraged.. .

(vi) Efforts should be made to develop and improve ports.

(vii) All of these matters ,should be k~pt under review within the
UNCTADframework. and additional' measures to attain the
objectives, 'should .beiconsLder-ed within UNCTAD.

Behind the, above summary of UNCTl\D's work with shipping and ports lies a
great number of resolutions (see Annex 1), which in all essential aspects
cover the African interests. It would be appropriate, however, if all these
recommendations, decisions, etc. were amalgamated and broughJ;.,uP to.,date ,in

'a new "Common Measure" by UNCTAD III, reflecting fully the new decisions that
will be taken by the Conference and the added,emphasisqn,c~~tqini~sues",

which seem necessary from the African point of view.

With this in mind, the belowrecomm~ndationsfall in two parts: first",
a programme,of action which rrasas,its objective to point out those areas
where co-ordinated African efforts will facilitate rationalization of transp~rt,
both for the 'purpose, of fleet expansion and for the better carriage of trade~"
Second, a draft "Charter on Shi!=ping" which incorporates: existing lJIIiCTAD
recommendations and'decision&;,the points of view of developing countries on
unresolved'issues;'and such proposals as ,follow from the first part of the
recommendations. . .

0.2 '·-Action by- developin,R countries in Africa

Many of the'objectives which are outlined i~ this report can, in the
end, only be'attained by vigorous action in each individual country;
establishmerit'of j6onsultation machinery; proper facilities for statistics and
information; requests for financial and technical assistance and co~peration;

establishment of coastal and international shipping companies; and so on.
Consequently, nountries may wish to consider strengthening their national
maritime administration, and its cOooQrdination with inland transport '
authorities, port authorities and other relevant governmental and non
governmental bodies. Such cOooQrdination might b~ cons~qered mor~ necessary
in ,view of recent technological and organizationa~ developments than it was
before.

Further action which might be considered by individual governments
would concern legislation ,relating to safety measures for coa8tal,~nd,

seagoing vessels; surveyfngj and standards of marine' certificates.
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However, attainment of many·;of the objectives requires or l;Quld 'be
facili-tated bY,action on a regional level. Even for those objectives
which ultimately have to be. decided upon and implemented by national!
action, co-ordination and development of plans on the regional level may
be benef'Lcaa.l , This is especially so in the field of shipping, which by
its very nature is international, and in which individtlal enterprises
seldom fail to touch more than one country. rhe proposed action below,
therefore, presume implementation on a multinational level.

Effective multinational action requires a suitable institutional
machinerye In Africa, spipping is treated regionally on the governmental
level by the Economic Committee of.·the Organization of African Unity, and
by the EGA/OAD Joint Meeting on Trade and Development. Neither of these
bodies, however, can afford to give shipping and port questions high
priority, given the magnitude of their principal tasks.

It is therefore proposed that governments consider establishing an
~frican Committee on Shi in Ports and related Inland Transport. This
group could be established as a parallel committee to the ECA OAU Joint Meeting
on Trade and Develo)ment, or as a wOJ;"'king group of that Meetina_ In either
case, bearing in ~ind the important relationship between trade and ocean
transport, the work of the Co~nittee and the Joint Meeting would have to be
closely co-ordinated, both on the goverTh~ental and secretariat levels.

Since it may be assumed that the global organizations like UNCTAD,
HICO and ILO will continue to carry out r-eaear-ch and make general policies
in these fields, the regional secretariat should be principally concerned with
practical application and adaption, with particular reference to the
circumstances in the African courrtr-Lce , Ilcwever-, research work ..~n particular
African problems would have to be unc2rtaken in co-operation between the ECA
secretari,at and the global organizations.

Close co~peration should be sought between ~SA and the global
organizations. This might include the formation of ad· hoc, task forces or
expert groups with participants appointed by 't-he rel;;;a~o:rganizations. The
purpose of such groups would be to produce practical proposals for the
solution of particular problems or application of particular techniques. Task
forces could be envisaged for each of "the proposed action areas below.
Participation by exports from developed shipping countries should not be
excluded, nor should the possibility of financing the groups' work by such
countries, individually or in groups, be excluded.

Within the above machinery fOr dealing with shi?ping at the regional '
level in Africa, an immediate task should be to estab1~sh a rational progra~ne

of work, i.e. elaborating thef61lowing issues:
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0.2.1 CarRO flow analyses

For each individual country, for the sub-region,s and on the regional
level an analysis should be provided, covering trade flows, in volume, in
reopect of different cargo types. The analysis should conclude with
forecasts up to 1980, i,e, covering the market outlook for the most important
commcdities.

Such analyses would facilitate decisions by each country as to choice of
transport form, integrated services, coastal services, types and number of
ships, etc•• It is not practicable to consider serious transport planning
without basic information on future cargo flow.

Shipping and port statistics

In the smne way as it is not possible to plan transport without a basic
trade flow analysis, keeping the results of the analysis up to date and
periodically revising development plans are not possible without a suitable
statistical" system and information service which cover cargo-flow, shipping
and ports.

Likewise, it is not possible to measure the effects of various projects
without access to reliable statistical information. aecause" both overseas
shipping and coastal trades in Africa will cover more than one African country,
it will be an important task for the regional shipping and ports machinery
to propose unification of statistical procedureS.

Training

Operation of national fleets, ports and integrated coastal and inland
services, requires a large number of highly qualifiedl personnel: management;
technical; officers and men. The education and training of this personnel
is a cont~nuous process, because of the initial high demiil-nd, and later
because there will always be a certain turnround of people.

Establishment of training facilities should be based on a thorough
survey of personnel requirements. Standards of certificates, suitable
curriculae, etc. require careful planning. Existing African facilities could
be taken as points of departure.

The following action would be required:

(i) The establishment of regionaltrlOitl.i.ng centres for sea-going. personnel:
engineers and deck officers. Training vessels.

(ii) Training schemes in shipping economics and management for the
middle-management level. Scholarships.

(iii) Training seminars for top management.
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(iv) Training centres for port labour of various categories should
be established in major ports.

(v) Economic and operational training courses lor port management
should be established.

0.2.4 Integrated ocean, coastal and inland transport

Studies should be made of areas or groups of countries where services
integrating overseas shipping, coastal/feeder shipping and port development
would result in smoother trade flow and lower overall transport costs,

This qpproach, rather than one in which overseas shipping, coastal
shipping and ports are considered individually, will probably give important
financial benefits, and reduce the risk of wasting resources.

In the ,consideration of containerization and other unitized cargo
hanmling methods, t~e'integrated approach is indispensable; It is
importa~t for Africa~ coun~ries that proper' studies of the econQrnic
implications of alternative transport solutions be made before shipping
interests external' to Africa will force upon her,unconsidered solutions.

Coastal shipp~nR

Within the framework of, integrated transport development, development
of coastal ~h~pping fa?ilities sh6u14 be pursued as a priority task. 'In
Africa, coastal shipping will to a large extent have to make up for the
lack of inland and river transport linking neighbouring countries. This' is
of extreme importance for the further development of intra-African trade,
and it is important in facilitating ~ational develojment of overseas shipping
by more extensive use of bulk shipments, and of modern economic liner serYic~s,·
which require a centralized port system with adequate feeder services.

0.2.6 Multinational shipping companies

Sin6e many of the transport solutions that will be rational for serving
African trade will cover more than one country; since in part they will
probably be intensive in capital and trained personnel; and since thcir transport
capacity will be considerable if they are to be economic, the multinational
approach to shipping seems rational.

On the basis of experience already gained in this field in Africa, the
development of suitable multinational companies should be considered on the
basis of an economic study of the most likely partners and trading areas.
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0.2.7 Joint ventures

The principles that should govern'geriuine joint ventures between coastal
and overseas shipping interests in Africa and shipping companies in developed
maritime nations ~hould be defined, for the guidance of companies and public
authorities that have so far had no experience ~ith this type of commercial
co-operation.

Shipping interests in developed maritime countries should be invited to
participate in joint ventures.

0.2.8 'Consultation machinery

The setting up of a consultative system at both national and sub-regional
levels should be considered as a necessary step towards solving the shipping
problems of Alrican countries.

In many countries, there will probably be difficulties, .nainly due to
lack of experience among shippers, involved in establishi.,g national shippers'
councils. Thus, it is·.important that technical assistance on this particular
problem from UNpP and other relevant organizations should be made readily·
available on request of any· African government.

In order that shippers' councils could operate efficiently, it would
be necessary to initiate training courses for their staff. Since the number
of people involved would be small, this could be done on a regional basis,
thus also facilitating later co-operation between the individual national
councils.

-For the c~qsultation machinery to furict{on properly, it would be necessary'
to,establish working relationship with those liner conferences that are .
involved in,Afr:i.can trades, and draw up agreements on consultation· with them.

0.2.9 Technical and financial assistance

Technical assistance relati!,g to organization and development of African
owned shipping industries should be ~nlarged to such an extent that it would
enable developinS African countries· to keep pace with general trends and
developments in shipping industry in the world.

Several deve.Lcpe.; countries have announced th,dr willingness to assist
technically and financially within the field of shipping. It is for the
developing countries to decide their priorities and to formulate requests.
It must be expected, however, that the.developed countries offering assistance
in shipping and port development will also take initiatives towards identifying
areas where such assistance would be needed, and approach the goverrunents of
developing countries accordingly. .

In respect of the regional machinery, there would be important tasks of
co-ordination, regional and sub-regional planning and integration of technical
and financial assistance progra~~es. It should be studied how, on the
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regional level, programmes could be formulated in the fields of training;
setting up of o~erseas and coastal shipping companies; establishment of
consultation machinery; application of new technological development to
African circumstances, etc ••

It would further be important to the individual country that the
terms of transfer of know-how and finance could be co-ordinated at the
regional level, and in certain circUmstances be negotiated between
developing countries on.a regional basis. .

0.3 Draft "Charter on Shipping"

BelO1; follow proposals for the operative oorrt-ertt-s :of ·a new "Charter
on Shipping", that might be proposed by the developing countries for
adoption by UNCTAD III.

It is of primary importance to the developing countries of Africa
that such a Charter not only be a reiteration of previous UNCTAD-decisions
in the field of shipping-and portso Therefore, in the first section of
the Charter, dealing with objectives and implementation, has been
incorporated the principle that, in agreeing to measures in .pNCTAD, member
countries bind' .themselves ,to implement such measures in pra,·ctt"ce; by
national legislation or by other suitable means. It is suggested that
African countries give high priority to this point, as otherwise the
decisions of UNCTAD in the.field of shipping remain largely meaningless.

0.3.1 Objectives and implementa~

Action is required for the early achievement of the following objectives:

(i) the reductiori of maritime transport costs and fre~ght rates;

(i~) the promotion of the earnings of developing countries from
maritime transport and the reduction of the outflow of foreign
exchange from those countries ~rising from maritime 't~ansport;

(iii) the achievement by the merchant marines of developing countries
of an increasing and substantial participation in the carriage
of cargoes generated by the foreign trade of those countries.

In order to achieve these objectives and facilitate necessary action by
governments, . shipowners an4 shippe~s, governments.of both developing and
developed countries should:

(i) assure by legislative and other appropriate means that UNCTAD
deci~ions are carried out by all, inter~sts concerned; national
authorities; shippers and shipownera~ Such legislative and
other measures should be brought into force at~the latest~elve

v,
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months after their adoption by the appropriate UNCTAD body:
The Committee on Shipping, the Trade and Development Board,
or the Conference.

(i i) assume that UNCTAD resolutions and recommendations ar-e
effectively brought to the notice of all interests conoer-ned;

(iii) keep the agreed objectives in shipping and ports under reviaw
within the machinery of UNCTAD in the context of tbemeij.sures
recommended in this Charter. Additional measures to~ttain

the objectives should also be· considered by the regio~al

econrnnic commissions and'lliiCTAD in due course. Ihe CowmitteB
on Shipping, as the competent organ "'f1;he-.r:tude·.. .arid JJel'elopment
Board, ·should play .the :J.eading and co-ordinating r-o.lo in re.vie-;.ling
the achievement of.the objectives and their further development
and amplification; ,

(iv) satisfy themselves, that action taken in pursuance of ';:he above
objectives should be guided by.the following consideratiop.s and
r-ecommendatLons e '

Development of merchant marines by de!2!oping~tries

All countri.es have a right to establish or to expand their national
merchant marlnes" within the framework of their development plans or policies
and in accordance with the priorities determined Oy the cOlJ.lltries· themse;tvios.
Such merchant marines may comprise ull sectors of shipp1ng~ ,

In order 'that the developing countries have an increasing and substantial
participation Ln the.,.carriage or maritime cargoes f and recognizinG the need to \
reverse the. existing trend whereby the share of the developing countries in
the world lDiarchan.t fleet has been declining instead of increasi.ng, developing
countries sbou.ld De enahl.ed to expanc, their national and mu.Lt.Lnataona.L
merchant mar-Lnes through the adoption of such measures as they may find
necessary·to·permittheir shipowners to co,"pete.ip the intern>tional freight
market and thus contribute to a sound development of shippinG

Bearing in m~nd that the shipping industries of developiPB countries
~ay require special attention from their 'governments, it is 'recognized
that it would be both legitimate and necessary to protect the!.r shippir,g Lndus tr-y
through national legislation, administrative acts and"fin~nci~l assistanc3~

Such protective measures could include flag preferences and the right to
cargo reservation, long repayment periods v various forms of inc~me tax
relief, etc.'.,
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0.3.2.3 Conference membership - way port trade

National shipping lines of developing countries should be admitted as
full members of liner conferences operating in the national maritime trade
of the countries concerned and ,have an increasing and substantial
participation in th~ carriage of.cargoes.generated by their foreign tradeD

Conference ,nembership should not be limited in the access to cargo
carried by the conference, but include way port trade, National shipping
lines of developing countries should be admitted as members of way port
conferences.

0.3.2.4 Terms of shipment

In policies for the development of merchant marines of developing
countries, adequate attention should be given to the economic implications
of terms of shipment which, because of prevailing institutional arrangements,
tend to limit the developing countries' choice of ships for their trade.

O.3~2.5 Financial assistance

In order to promote a substantial expansion of the merchant marines of
developing countries, a specialized international financial institution should
be established for providing soft-term credits for financing the purchase of
new and second-hand ships by developing countries, or special funds should be
established for these purposes under the auspic;'s of the IBRD or r-eg'ion-d
development banks.

Such an institution or funds sL:·-:.lld have adequate facilities for the
repayment of a substantial portion of the loan,in' the developing countries'
national currencies or alternatively a moratorium for. the. first ten years until
they have earned sufficient foreign exchange.

0.3.2.6 Credit terms,
Bearing in mind the

limited·resources~ ships
terms and conditions I

economic problems of developing countries and their
should be sold to ,them nn the following minimum

(i) New vessels should be sold to the developing countries on deferred
payment terms involving repayment over a period of 15 years~after

the delivery of the vessels~ with a suitable period of grace;

(ii) Suitable 5econd~hand veesels should be sold to developing couQtries
on deferred payment t~rms extending up to 10 years;

(iii)
( . .

The cash dOIm payment up to the time of delivery cif vessels sold
to developing countries shouLd not exceed 15 per cent or the price
of the shi9s in the ca~e of new vessels and 20 per cent of the price
in the case of second-hand vessels;
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(iv) The rate-of-interestfor--suchdc'ferred payment should not

exceed 5 I?er cent.l?er annllJll;

(v) Credit should be extended to the shipowners in thedevelbping
countrY instead ,of the shipbuilder in the ship....building country
and a guarantee from a bank in a developed market economy country
be no longer de.~anded~

The governments of developed countries should accept the guarantees given
by the'national financial institutions of the developing countries all adequate
cover for the deferred portion of payments for vessels, both new and second-hand,
purchased by developing nations. '

Governments of developed countries should be ready to offer supplementary
guarantees to private fl~cia~_institutionsin their countries in brder to
facilitate financing of the purchase of new and second-hand tonnage by
developing countries.

In order to assure the availability of new ships for.the'fleets of
developing countries, 10 per cent of the shipbuilding production for export
by the developed countries should be earmarked for sale to developing countries
on a pre~erential basis. .

0.3.2.7 Multinational shipping companies

Groups of developing countries should examine the feasibility of
establishing multinational merchant marines, possibly on a regional Or
sub-regional basis.

O.3~3 Development of ports

In view,of the common interest of State members of UNCTAD, shippers
and shipowners, in improving ports. cargo handliJ:lg:t:acilities, and connected
inland transport, thus lowering the cost of maritime transport and f~cilitating

reductions in freight rates, a concerted· national and international effort should
be evolved to promote the deve.Iopmerrc. and improvement of ports _

As part of this, effort, there should be considerable enlargement of,
financial and tech~ical assistrnce to developing stites' for both increasing
the cu?acityand degree of sophistication of,port'facilities and improving
or'ganf.zatLori, management and oper-atLoa. of. their ports. .

Shipowners and liner conferences should co-oper-atre-rcfoseIy with port
authorities,'"specially in developing countries,so as to make effective use of
port improvements. Port improvements should benefit the country in whiqh the
por-t is located, either by,,.,,,flect:iJ:l£\ in lower freight or by iP<;lreased port
dues arid' char-ges ,' .'
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Liner cOl1£er~nces, in 'consultation with shippers and port authorities,
should avoid averaging rates over ranges of ports to the extent of·discourag-
ing improvemen~in individual ports. For this purpose a discount should be given
on rates to ports where improvements have taken place, in the same way as
surcharges are levied in difficult portso

Consultations between shipowners, liner conferences, port authorities
and shippers should have as one of its principal aims to achieve the lowering
of freight rates whenever ports are improved resulting in quicker turn-round
of ships.

Liner conferences should also develop a system of rationalization of
calls whenever required in order to relieve costly port congestion and to
overcome difficulties resulting from'a temporary stage of reconstruction
and modernization of developing countries' ports.

The collection and use of adequate statistical and other information
on port operations is essential for the efficient working of ports 'and for
the formulation of policies concerning improvements and investments in
ports and port charges and dues. Governments of all State members of UNCTAD'
should seek to-ensure that adequat~_ statistic~ are maintained in the ports
of their countries, and techriical assistance should be forthcoming from
developed to developing countries for this purpose.

The regional economic co~nission$ should be enabled through adequate
fUnding to assist in port and rela.teu. inland transport development in an
appropriately integr2.t~d fashion~ Hith support) as necessary, from the
UNCTAD secretariat. Such assistance should he directed towards:

(i) convening regional and sub-regional seminars and conferences
on the problems of port development and organization;

(ii) setting up, in co-operation with ILO and UNCTAD and governments,
sub~regional or zOl1al training institutions for all levels of
port labour and ma:aagem011t;

(iii) formation of zonal and sub-zonal associations of ports and
harbours in order to combine their efforts to facilitate further
development and improvement of ports, etc.

0.3.4 FreiGht rates and conference pract~

0.3.4.1 Freight rates

As the cont1nuat~on of the'rising trend in freignt rates has adverse
effects on·th~ efforts of the developinG countries to expand their·export
trade and handicaps the achievement of some of the objectives of the
International Development Strategy, every effort should be made to reduce
maritime transport costs and freight r~tes. In order to ensure stability
in freight rates, liner conferences should not effect general increases in
freight rates at intervals of less than two years.
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In the determination and adjustment of· liner freight rates, priority
should be given too:

(i) the need to review and adjust freight rates, which shippers and
other interested parties, including public authorities, of
developing countries consider to be high, bearing in mind the
importance of as low a level of freight rates for the exports of
developing countries as is commercially possible and the
feasibility of providing special freight rates to promote non
traditional ~xports of developing countries;

(ii) the need to avoid freight rates set at levels which cannot be
justified by the normal criteria for freight rate structures, and
also to avoid freigh~rates and conference practices which have
the effect of frustrating the export of a product from a developing
country while encouraging the export of the same product from

\another country served by the same conference;

(iii) the special problems of the least developed among the developing
countries, in order to encourage and promote the import and export
interests of these countries;

(iv) port improvements leading to a reduction of the cost of shipping
operations in ports;

(v) technological developments in maritime transport;

(vi) improvements in the organization of tracle.

O.3.4.Z··Liner conference practices

Maritime transport costs, .the level and structure of freight rates,
conference practices, adequacy of shipping services and related matters should
continue to be kept under review within the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development, and additional measures to attain the objective set out in
this field should be considered within the work programme of the permanent
machinery of the Conference.

It is also necessary that further improvements be made in the ,liner
confere..ce system and that all·y.nfair ami discriminatory practices, where
such exist, should be eliminated. Furthermore, it is essential that liner
conferences should observe and be see.. to observe known principles of fair
practice, particularly in the trades of developing countries, which should
take full account of the needs of suppliers and users of .shipping services
and in part~cular of the needs of economic development~

. ,
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It has been noted that European and Japanese Ministers of Transport

have resolved to promote the acceptance of conferences of a published'code
of practice. Such a code, however, is'of universal interest and universal
applicatio~ Consequently, in order to secure ·universal recognition and .
acceptance, the proposed code should be adopted by UNCTAD. The Government
of all State members of UNCTAD should ensure that this code is immediately
put into effecto The third session of the Working Group on International
Shipping Legislation could provide a forum for the first round of discussion
on various substantive issues relevant to that conv1ex subject.

0.3.5 Consultation machinery between shippers and shipowners

Everyeffort should be made to encourage the institution and operation
of shippers' councils or equivalent bodies, and the establishment of effective
consultation machinery~

Such consultation machinery should include goverrunentts agencies, which
are to ensure that their trade will be facilitated rather than hampered by
shipping practices.

In order to contribute to the efficient operation of the shipping industry
at the lowest possible cost, the parties participating in consultations at,the
national and sub-regional levels should,examine all matters of common interest,
including general freight rate increases, long-term trends in the demand for
and supply of shipping services, the f'r-equency , quality and adequacy of services;
to that end establis~~ent within the shippers' councils special study units
capable of· offering expert advice on technical aspects of freight rates would
be desirable.

Regular and detailed consultations and negotiations on all matters of
common interest and of particular interest to shippers should t~ke place
between liner conferences and equivalent bodies on the one hand, and shippers,
shippers councils and interested public autho~ities, (e_g. por~ and.il1~and
transport authorities), including governments on the other. Liner conferences
should give adequate opportunities for full and detailed discussions with
shippers, shippers' councils and equivalent bodies, on all matters of. common
interest, including freight i~crease9, adequacy of shipping services, and
economic operation of shipping service$,and to further discuss with the
goverrunents of the developing countries concerned on all such matters before
announc~ng,theirde9isions.

In.particular such machinery should provide for consultation by liner
conferences well. before publicly announcing changes 'in freight rates. In
addition to avoiding general freight rate increases at intervals of less than
two years, liner: conf'erences should give prior notice of a minimum of three
months in the case of increases in freight rates on individual commodities ..

y See Annex 2.
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In order to make consultation machinery effective, liner conferences •
should provide to all interested parties' their tariffs and other relevant
Lnf'or-ma.tLon, including the dati). on costs and r-evenues of member lines LOh

individual trade routes. Furthermore, it is necessary that representatives
of lin~r conferences in developing countries should be appointed and given
sufficient powers to negotiate and make decisions upon appropriate matters
within, their competence. In this l~ay consultations concerning the trade
of developing countries can be held as often as practicable in the developing
countries concerned. .

The need to promote intra~regional trade among developing countries
should be given'priority in the negotiations between conferences, shippers
and governments.

Effort should be given to the establishment of regional and sub-regional
shippers' councils which can stimulate the development of national shippers'
cbuncils and also playa useful part in consultation with shipowners at the
regional 'or sub-regional level. The United Nations' regional economic
commissions, in co-operation with other regional organizations and UNCTAD,
can play an important role in promoting the development of,regional and
sub-regional associations of this kind. It is recommended that a first step

:in this direction shou~d be for e~ch regional economic commission to convene
a regional conference of shippers' organizations and other shippers' interests
which could consider what form 9£ ~~g~onal a~d sub-regional machin~ry would

'be appropriate. ' .' '

It is r-ecognf.zed that the rapid technological and -organi-zational, changes'
which take place in internationrrl shipping may ~en~fit the developing countries
by reducing total transport costs, provided this is reflected in the rates
of freight and does not involve excessive ;investment in shore equipment-arid
in land transport systems. .

However, several of the new developments, notably containerization, are
exceedingly demanding' on capital,.. while their value in terms of rate:
reduction to developing countriesrem~insdoubtful.

It is also a matter of concern to developing 90untries that decisions
on contGinerization of trade are taken without due account of their
particular circumstances. It is feared that some developing countries may
be forced to invest in costly container~installatiQnsbecause their particular
ports lie in the path of otherwise containeri~ed trades, whi~e consideration
of their national (or even rBgional) trade w~uld not have led to containeriza-
tion" ' . .
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For the above reasons, thorough study should De made through the
regionai. economi.c oomm.iasLon.s and the UNCTAD. machIner-y pr_~l~:,_ecQnomic,
technological-'and' orga~rizafi0nal'pi~~g~~~'~-Ln shipp~z:rg, with:.p,articular
reference to developing couz.rr-Les , bef'oi-e final decisions are made by
national authorities~

The goverruuents of developed countries are urged to take the above
considerations into account, and oo-oper-ate with govern..'1lents of developing
countries in avoiding premature application of anyone system, by
requesting shipowners to consult al~ govcrr~ents and trading interest on
the routes they ser~e, before decisions are made on applying capi.tal~

intensive solutions.

The capital-intensive character of many innovations may, ir. the future,
discourage participation of deve16ping countries in shipping. Technological
and organizational changes may th8refore, even more than is the case of
traditional liner conferences, concentrate power in the hands of operator.s
of combined forms of transport. Suitable regulatory legislation should
therefore be considered. '

llith particular reference to the draft Converrti.on on the International
Combined Transport 'of Goods (TCM Convention) it is considered that its
validity for developing countries could only ,be assessed wh~n more is known
about the economic soundness of containerizing' 'tr'ade- on countries" at various
stages of development, and the economic implications of the draft convention
itself has been appropriately considered. Pespite the optional character of'
the Convention, developing countries would have to be fully consulted before
its adoption.

0.3.7 International shipping legislation

The economic and commer~~Ql as~ects of international legislation and
practices _in the field of shi.pping should continue to be revie"Ylec within the
machinery of UNCTAD with, the object of securing a balance of interests
between the car-go-owner- (shif;~er) and the car-r-Ler- (shipowner) and from the
standpoint of their conformity with the needs of economic development in
partic~lar 9f the developing cJuntries in order to identify areas where
modificati.ons arc needed. Recommencations for such modifications should be
submitted to the United Nations COITmlission on International Trade Lnw
(UNCITRAL) for the drafting of new legislation, amendments or otber
appropriate action. The subject to be considered in this review shall
include bills of lading, liner conference practices, charter_parties, general
average, mCJ.rine insJ,trance and such other matters <15 the Committee on Shipping
may refer to the Working Group on International Shipping Legislation for
consideration or the Working Group itself may decide to consider.

•
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0.3.8 Special measures in favour of the least developed among the
d;veloping countries 17

In the application of promotional rates for non-traditional exports,
particular consideration should be given to the least developed among the
developing countries.

Governments a developing and developed countries should request
participants in the consultation machinery between shipowners and shippers
to pay special attention to the problems of the least developed countries,
and to accord them preferential treatment in the fixing of rates and
conditions for transport.

In the cases where the least developed among the developing countries
are also ,land-locked, a special study should be made of the possibilities
of equalizing their total transport costs with those of countries that
are not land-locked, thus making them equally competitive in the markets.

In respect of the land-locked countries, particular efforts should be
made of providing transit-services and free-zones in portse

0.3.9 Financial and technical ,assistance

Governments of' developed countries members of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development should, upon request made by developing
countries within the framework of their over-all development priorities,
duly consider extending, directly or through intermtional institutions,
financjal and technical assistance, including training, to developing
countries to establish and expand their national and multinational merchant
marines, including tanker and bulk carrier fleets, and to develop and
improve their port facilities.

Within assistance programmes, special attention should be paid to
projects, inoluding training projects, for formulating national maritime
transport policies and for developing the shipping and ports of the least
developed among the developing countries and reducing their maritime transport
costs.

1I Refer para. 3, where it is stated that all developing countries in
Africa should benefit from these measures, in the field of shipping
and ports.
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